
Supercharge Performance, 
Drive Innovation and 
Enhance Security 
with DevOps

Six Degrees and Synetec employ an agile DevOps approach to supercharge application performance, enhance business 
continuity and deliver constant innovation that enables your organisation to adapt and thrive in the new normal.

Six Degrees’ secure, cloud-led infrastructure services underpin Synetec’s bespoke software expertise. 
Leverage our joint capabilities to deliver the best possible application services to your end users and clients.

Client Challenges

Enabling your brilliance

“We’re struggling to keep pace with user demands when 
it comes to application improvements and enhancements, 
and we’re uncovering issues with shadow IT as a result.”

Meet changing demands with an agile approach. Drive 
continuous innovation with rapid deployment of application 
improvements to delight end users and customers.

Prepare and migrate your application to the public or private 
cloud that’s right for you, enabling you to access truly 
transformational performance, security and innovation benefits.

Support users with adoption and deliver high-performance 
applications that won’t slow them down.

Enable secure access anywhere, anytime, on any device with 
applications designed to support modern ways of working.

Protect your organisation against malicious hacks by ensuring 
applications are secure by design.

“Our users are frustrated by the poor responsiveness 
of our applications.”

“New ways of working have raised questions about the 
best way to deploy our applications.”

“We’re concerned about the security of our applications.”

“We’re tied to a legacy application and are struggling to 
maintain and evolve it to meet our current and future 
business needs.”



Six Degrees

Six Degrees is a leading secure cloud-led managed service provider to 
the UK mid-market. We are committed to delivering public, private and 
hybrid cloud deployments that align to our clients’ business objectives 
and risk appetites.

Synetec

Synetec is a trusted partner for reliable, bespoke software solutions. 
We deliver the highest quality software development projects and services 
at pace, supporting your operational growth by enhancing, modernising and 
scaling your existing operations.
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How Six Degrees and Synetec Support Business Growth

Partners and 
Accreditations:

Speak to our experts today on 0800 012 8060 or visit www.6dg.co.uk 

Free Application Workshop

Six Degrees and Synetec offer a free application innovation workshop to:

          Review the performance and security of your business-critical applications

          Troubleshoot any issues with your current application performance and/or security

          Identify the best practice approach to improve application performance and enable continuous innovation

Visit hub.6dg.co.uk/app-performance or email brilliance@6dg.co.uk to schedule your free workshop.
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